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By Meg Pokrass

Blue Light Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Meg Pokrass is the author of Damn Sure Right (Press 53, 2011); My
Very End of the Universe, Five Mini-Novellas-in-Flash and a Study of the Form (Rose Metal Press,
2014) and Bird Envy (Harvard Bookstore bestseller). Her stories have appeared in more than 200
literary magazines and anthologies, including McSweeney s Internet Tendency, PANK, Green
Mountains Review, Five Points, and numerous anthologies, including Flash Fiction International
(W.W. Norton). A third full flash fiction collection The Dog Looks Happy Upside Down is forthcoming
from Etruscan Press (Spring, 2016). Meg serves as associate editor for Frederick Barthelme s New
World Writing, and is the founder of New Flash Fiction Review. Meg currently divides her time
between San Francisco and London, England. ENDORSEMENTS: In a smattering of sassy, wry words
Meg Pokrass creates a universe of love in Cellulose Pajamas. These sexy but wistful prose poems
hint at entire constellations of affections, relationships at once sweet, sad, satisfying-and not. The
poet s delicately surreal metaphors give her poems so enticing an air that they seem to wear
perfume. Care to lounge about dressed in...
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Reviews
Completely one of the better pdf I have got possibly go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this composed e ebook. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tor ey K r eig er
It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son
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